IBIS Quality Committee

Barry Katz
Official Charter

• Develop a complete checklist and establish levels of quality, as they would pertain to items on the checklist. This checklist should serve to be incorporated directly into procurement specs.
Participating Companies

- Mentor
- Cadence
- SiSoft
- Apple Computer
- Fairchild
- Cereva
- Hammerhead/Cisco
- IBM
- Intel
- Siemens
- AMCC
- 3COM
- Elpida Memory
How to learn more

• Participate!
  – Bi-Weekly meetings on Tuesday 11:00EDT
• Mailing list (ibis-quality@freelists.org)
• www.sisoft.com/ibis-quality
Goals

- Identify IBIS Quality criteria (checklist)
- Prepare descriptive document in support of checklist items
- Establish levels of quality
- Present first pass checklist at PCB East IBIS Summit
- Solicit feedback from broader IBIS community
- Complete by DesignCon 2003 IBIS Summit
Progress To Date

- Initial setup and organization of group
- Defined Charter
- Captured key elements of checklist
- Documented details about checklist items
- Submitted IBIS Golden Parser Open Source proposal
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